Feedback incorporated from concept engagement modifies the proposed concept to include:

- Basketball court to rotate to have hoop on plan north side of half-court so it may be added onto in the future.
- An alternate will be added to restore disturbed turfgrass with bee lawn turf mix.

1. TOP PRIORITIES OF THIS PHASE
   * Accessible Paths
   * Dog Park Enclosed with low fence
   * Basketball Court with backstop fence
   * Bench Seating (alternate)
   * Replacement Trees
   * Underground Stormwater Treatment
   * New Electrical Service to Existing Light Poles
   2. ALTERNATE IMPROVEMENTS (MAY BE INCLUDED IN THIS PHASE IF FUNDS ALLOW OR DEFERRED TO A LATER PHASE)
      * Drinking Fountain and Trash Bin
      * Accessible Picnic Tables, Grill and Coal Bin
      * Hammock Stand
   3. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS (NOT INCLUDED IN THIS PHASE)
      * Bouldering Wall
      * Nature Play Area

NOTE: Final elements are subject to city approval and successful bid award that fits into available funding. Design is conceptual. Final elements may vary.